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1 
This invention relates to heat exchangers of 

the type particularly adapted for utilizing the 
heat in hot ?ue gases to heat air to supply the 
forced draft for the furnace or for other purposes. 
The principal object of the invention is to 

provide a heat exchanger wherein a large area 
of heat transfer surface in a relatively small 
space is eiriciently utilized. ' 
A further object of the invention is-to provide 

a heat exchanger of the character described 
which can be cheaply made of sheet metal with 
out expensive machine work or extensive hand 
labor. 
4 further object of the invention is to provide a 
heat exchanger of the class described wherein 
the sheet metal heat transfer elements may 
readily expand and contract with changes in 
temperature. 
A further object of the invention is to provide 

a heat exchanger of the type disclosed wherein 
a high rate of heat transfer is maintained by 
imparting high velocities to the two ?uids in heat 
exchange relation. 
A further object of the invention is to provide 

a heat exchanger of the class described which is 
adapted to be readily installed in the fines lead 
ing from the furnace to the stack. 
Other objects of the invention will app-ear from 

the following speci?cation and accompanying 
drawings wherein I have illustrated a typical heat g, 
exchanger embodying my improvements and also 
certain modi?cations thereof. 
Referring to the drawings, 
Figure 1 is a vertical sectional view of my im 

proved heat exchanger on line 1-! of Fig. 2; 
Fig. 2 is a sectional view on line 2—~2 of Fig. 1; 
Fig. 3 is a similar view on line 3-3 of Fig. 1; 
Fig. 4 is an enlarged horizontal sectional view 

of a portion of the-heat exchanger showing a 
modi?ed form whereby an extended heat transfer 
surface is obtained; 

Fig. 5 is a vertical sectional view on line 5—-5 
of Fig. 4; 

Fig. 6 is a vertical sectional view on line 6-6 
of Fig. 4; 

Fig. '7 is a vertical sectional view of a portion 
of the heat exchanger showing a further modi? 
cation; 

Fig. 8 is a horizontal sectional view on line 8-8 
of Fig. 7. . 

Fig. 9 is a horizontal section of a portion of a 
heat exchanger showing a further modi?cation; 

Fig. 10 is a vertical sectional view on line Ill-l 0 
of Fig. 9; 

Fig. 11 is a horizontal sectional .view of la por 
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tion of the heat exchanger wherein the struc 
tures of Fig. 4 and Fig. 9 are combined in one 
installation; and V 

Fig. 12 is a vertical sectional view on line I2--I2 
of Fig. 11. ' 

Referring to the drawings, particularly to Figs. 
1, 2 and 3, l indicates a portion of the ?ue leading 
from the furnace, not shown, wherein the flue 
gases to be cooled are generated. The heat ex 
changer is attached to the upper end of the ?ue 
I. As shown, the end of the ?ue is ?tted into a 
central opening in they bottom sheet l2 of the 
heat exchanger. The heat exchanger comprises 
a sheet metal sleeve or drum 2 which, as shown 
in Fig. 3, is not quite circular, but has a contour 
constituting one turn of a spiral. The sleeve 2 
extends downwardly below the bottom sheet I2 
of the heat exchanger around the upper end of 
the ?ue l to provide an air intake passage 21 
concentric with the ?ue l. The heat exchanger 
within the drum or sleeve 2 is formed of two spi 
rally wound sheets of metal, one of which is a 
continuation of the sleeve 2 and constitutes the 
outside turn. The other sheet is indicated at 3 
in Figs. 1, 2 and 3.‘ The sheet 3 throughout its 
length and the sheet 2 except for the outside turn 
which forms the air intake of the heat exchanger 
are of a height to provide the necessary area of 
heat transfer surface with a length or linear 
horizontal dimension equal to, in the example 
shown, ?ve convolutions of the spiral, the inner 
convolution of the sheet 3 having its smallest 
radius substantially equal to the radius of the 
?ue section I. The bottom tube sheet 12 is ?tted 
to the top of the flue I and a spiral slot 4 of a 
width equal to the space between the sheets 2 
and 3 plus the thickness of the sheets is cut in 
the sheet [2. The lower edges of the sheets 2 
and 3 are ?tted in the slot 4 and brazed or welded 
to the edges of the spiral slot, as indicated at 22 
in Fig. 1. An upper tube sheet l3 of similar de-' 
sign but with a closed central portion M is ?tted 
and attached to the upper edges of the sheets 2 
and 3, so that the only exit for the hot gases leav 
ing the furnace in the ?ue l is horizontally into 
the space between adjacent turns of the spiral, as 
indicated by the arrow marked 5 in Fig. 2, and 
thence through the spiral passage to the dis 
charge opening adjacent the outer edges of the 
sheets 2 and 3 as indicated by the arrow 6. 
The air which enters the heat exchanger 

through the downwardly extending portion 2 of 
the outer wall of the spiral passes vertically up 
ward through the spiral slot 4 in the tube sheet 
l2 and thence through the heat exchanger, as 
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indicated by the arrows ‘I in Fig. 1 in the alter 
nate spaces between the sheets 2 and 3 making 
up the spiral. The adjacent vertical edges of the 
sheets 2 and 3 at the ends of the spiral slots in 
the tube sheets are connected by vertical strips 
l5 brazed or welded to the edges of the sheets 2 
and 3. By this structure there is provided an 
extended‘ spiral) passageway for they flue gases 
leavingthe furnace and’a vertical passageway for 
the air to be heated through the spiral in a direc 
tion parallel with the axis of the spiral. 
The hot gases leave the space between. the: 

sheets making up the spiral in a horizontal di 
rection, while the air which passes‘ vertically‘ 
through the heat exchanger‘is’caught hy'a' hood-9" 
which is ?tted over the upper edge of the outer‘ 
turn of the sheet which is extendedsspirallyfabnve“ 
the upper tube sheet as shown in Figs. 1 and 3. 
The hood 9 is connected to a ?ue l?kth’rough‘ 
which the heated air isiconveyed to the ?rebox 
of: the :fnrna'cef or." to“ other: points; of; use. . If: the 
heated. air?’ is used: as- combustiom air? ini the 
furnace, a blower, as indicated iniFigzl-gisgpref; 
erably’providedtoi create; a‘ forced draft-liar the 
furnace and also to insure that the entering; air 
has. suf?cient' velocity‘ for’ e?icienti heat" transfer. 

If:. desired; the ?uefgasesfr'om' which'ithei- heat 
has been. extractedv maybe? discharged! directly 
intoithe atmospherei-atiaipoint corresponding with 
the outer'turnsofthe spiral, asfin‘di'cate'd by the 
arrow 6'. However, .it’isrusuallyln'ecessary to con 
vey hot-‘flue'g'asesi to‘ia; stackgandlt'o' that‘. end I 
preferably 'provide’an“. out'sidéidrum'l‘ H I of circular 
crossFsection.whichisurronndsIthe entire appara 
tusfand-wh'ose; upper-‘- edge Z-fis ?ttedéinto .aiho’o'd 
l2satta'ched‘to theT'?u'e leading to‘ the’rstacllll- As 
shown in" Fig.1 1‘, the ?uei I0“fbrftheldischarge-of 
heated air‘fromthei heat exchanger issturnedito 
a horizontal position andaext'endsi through the 
wall; ofv the‘. flue: leading to? thersta‘ck'; To- reduce 
the resistaneertoithe ?owofithza?uegasesthrough 
the spiral passage the} giaseslrriay’be-discharged 
intoiaihorizontall?ue tangential to thefouteriwall 
ofithe: heatexchanger atrtheadischaigef opening ‘ 
and: thence? to a stack oriotherl'discharger» 
The" operation? of.” the‘: apparatus will? be clear ‘ 

from‘. the; foregoing description. The hot? gases 
from; the furnace. which‘. are discharged within 
theri'nner turnzof- the spiraliportion offtliehe'at 
exohangerfa're'; drawn by; the suction: of J the stack 
at'EhighNeI'ocity into the-spiral passageway-‘mine 
directionindicatedi by theiarrow sun-Fig.2; and 
are discharged‘,v into‘; the? outer‘hobd'l I25v whence 
they press'upwardly througlt the hood-*- in'toith'e 
?ue leading‘ to thestaclf. 

In heatie'xehangers' having entwined‘ spirallp'asi 
sages-as heretofore‘ constructed; the-ip‘ass'agesifor 
both.‘ fluids are : spirali andI the; edges‘: of the? spiral 
sheets constituting’ the?v heat transfer‘ elements 
are ?xedt at" their; top? andlbottorn edges-to trans’ 
verse headers which vholdithe:sl'ieetslaigainst' elon 
gation' and! contraction; in the; direction: of! their 
length; With- my' improved-r construction. there 
areno'transverserheadersexcept-ltheinarrow spiral 
stripsrwhich-form the. top- and bottom; walls. of 6 
the gas passage. andl these strips, expand and 
contract‘ with the sheets 2. and 3.‘. Even- though 
the entwined spiral sheets may be anchored. at 
each end, they will expand freely toasuf?cient 
extent to take care of the temperature changes 
whichwill' be encountered under: most. circum 
st'ancesof industrialnse. Asmallincreasein-the 
diameter of the turnsrorithe-spiral will allow‘ suf'» 
?cientlelongation of'the sheets W-ithout-settingup 
any unduestresses-at-the ‘inner. andlloute'r' conne’cl 
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4 
tions between the spiral sheets and the support— 
ing structure. 

Instead of making the exchanger of two sheets 
with separate end closures for the gas passage 
the two spirally wound sheets may have reversely 
extending marginal ?anges which are welded to 
gether to form a closed spiral conduit with the 
intermediateispjace openiati'the endsjor" the pas 
sage of the air stream. 
In Figs. 4, 5 and 6 I have shown a slight modi 

?cation of the structure above described wherein 
the heat: transfer surface is increased without 
increasing the overall dimensions of the ex 
changer? Tof~thiéi end the strip 3a forming the 

" inner“ strip?‘ of the two strips which form the 
spiral ‘is provided’a't intervals with ribs 25 extend 
ing parallelawithrthe axis of the spiral. The por 
tion- of the spiral formed by the sheet 2 is ?at 
and“ serves, with the ribs 25 of the other sheet, 
to form a series of separate longitudinal vertical 
passagesithrbugh'whiohlthe'air.flows. 

A\fiirtherlmodi?cation‘ofithe'structure'isshown 
inlFigsiT-andhl Ais‘lheresh‘own, a series of soils 
or"2 wire" wound hel-icall'yi in" a mannerv similar 
to elm-extension spring an'd‘Lof a-len'gth-equal to 
the? length off'th'e'lspiraligas- passage are stacked 
one‘ orizanother in' the ga'slpa'ssage'to thus'great 
ly increase the metal-surfae'eavailable for the 
absorptionloffheat from-the gases. 

The-‘heat absorbed bythe'coils of ‘wire is trans 
mitted‘ astradiant heat'rand‘r also to some extent 
by‘ conduction‘? to" the‘ metal? walls’ of " the spiral 
gas passage and thus serves to increase the tern‘ 
perature of these‘walls and thereby increasethe 
heat-l transferredi to’~ the“ air‘ passingv upwardly 
throughlthe-intermediate passages. 

Instead: of? providing’ the alternate partition 
sheets with vertical ribs to increase‘ the heat 
transferisurfacein' the'lm'anner'shown in Fig. 4, 
one ‘of thetwoi'sheetsafonexample sheet 3, may be 
forrn'ed‘iwithiliorli'zontalcorrugations as shown at 
303 in'» Figs: 9’- and‘ 1'0} By’ this’ arrangement an 
e?ective extended heat transfer’ surface is pro 
viide'dilfo'r‘the“ fl'u'e‘ g-‘as'es‘ror other gases‘ traveling 
spirally? through‘ the‘ heat exchanger. ‘ 

Also} if- desired; both‘ spiral sheets may be 
formed with corrugations‘; as’shown' in-Figs. 11 
and? 121' thereby providing‘effective extended heat 
transfehsurfacesfor b'oth‘g'ases‘; 

WhiI'e‘IIhaV'eJ desorilciedmy improved'heat ex~ 
changer a's‘~ use'difbrv the-transferof heat from 
hot flue gases to air; it‘ willjbe" understood that 
this is but a typical us'eofTth’e-i apparatus and-that 
the heatle'xchang'er‘mayiheused‘with like ad 
vantage? for ' thetex‘change‘ of heat between gases 
a‘ndivapor's'of any character? It will'also be un 
der‘st‘oodi that whereas’ the‘ heat’ exchanger is 
primarily? designedi'fb‘r‘ transfer‘ of h'eat‘f'rom one 
gaseous medium? to another; it‘ may‘ also be used 
for? the? transfer? of2 heat’ Between liquids or be 
tween a gaseous medium and a“ liquid‘ medium, 
and‘ tliatthesliduid- medium“ may be circulated 
through either the vertical passages alcove‘. de 
scribed? as‘: air‘pa'ssa'ges‘ori‘through‘ the spiral. pas 
sage through which, in the above desc'rib'edin 
stalla-tion, ?ue‘gases" are; circulated. It will also 
beiunderstoo‘d’ that~ in“ addition to’ the‘ modi?ed 
structures herein illustratedvarious other modi; 
?catio'n's of the design‘ may‘ bemad'e' without de 
parting from the spirit of the invention as, de?ned 
in=the'appendediclai'ms? 

llclaiin'z" , I - 

l: A heat‘exchanger‘for‘preheating"combustion 
air by extracting heat from flue gas comprising 
in? c'ombination'l~ al pair?" of? entwined‘ spiral plates 
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spaced apart to form entwined spiral passages in 
heat exchange relation with each other, a central ' 
generally cylindrical chamber within said spirals, 
a central inlet conduit for flue gas coaxial and _ 
communicating with said chamber, a lower seal— 
ing sheet surrounding said conduit and closing off 
one of the spiral gaps between said plates at 
the bottom thereof, a cylindrical outer shell 
sealed to the lower sealing sheet enclosing said 
plates, a downwardly depending circumferentially 
continuous extension of the outermost wall of 
said plates substantially concentric with and sur 
rounding said plates, an upwardly extending cir 
cumferentially continuous extension of the outer 
most wall of said plates, an upper sealing sheet 
within said upward extension sealing the top of 
said chamber and the spiral gap at the top of 
the plates forming the passageway which is sealed 
by said lower sheet, an exhaust stack for flue gas 
sealed to the top of said outer shell, and a delivery 
pipe for heated air sealed to the top of said up 
ward extension, whereby ?ue gas entering the 
chamber from the conduit moves spirally outward 
through the passage formed between the upper 
and lower sheets to the space between the shell 
and the plates and thence upward to the stack 
and the air entering the downwardly depending 
extension moves axially upward between the un 
sealed plates into the upwardly extending exten 
sion. 
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2. A heat exchanger as set forth in claim 1 in 
which one of said entwined spiral plates forming 
the air passage is provided with axially extending 
ribs for increasing its heat transfer surface. 

3. A heat exchanger as set forth in claim 1 in 
. which one of said entwined spiral plates forming 
the ?ue gas passage is provided with circumfer» 
entially extending ribs for increasing its heat 
transfer surface. 

4. A heat exchanger as set forth in claim 1 in 
which one of said entwined spiral plates forming 
the air passage is provided with axially extending 
ribs for increasing its heat transfer surface and 
the other of said plates forming the ?ue gas pas~ 
sage is provided with circumferentially extending 
ribs for increasing its heat transfer surface. 

PHILIP S. O-TTE'N. 
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